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1. Has the course been held as planned? 
Contentwise: yes; all the subtopics that were originally intended were also discussed over 
the course of the semester. Practically, however, due to the small number of  students who 
signed up (i.e. were present that semester), the schedule needed to be rearranged. It was 
decided to hold the course in the form of a ”guided reading” seminar with regular meetings. 
We thus met four times altogether, but processed larger packages of literature before each 
session. In the final session we also included student presentations on one subtopic they had 
chosen themselves and worked on over the course of the semester. 
 
2. Statistics 
Two students had signed up for the course. One of them did miss the last session and did not 
submit a term paper (the exam). Since this student resigned from whole study program, the 
reason for dropout from this class is not necessarily to be found in this course. That means 
that ultimately only one student passed the whole course. The term paper was graded A.  
 
3. Changes that are deemed necessary for the next time this course is to be held 
The format of fewer meetings, prepared by more reading and systematic discussion, did 
actually work very well. It was, not at least, a chance to test a slightly different seminar 
mode. However, while this means that it is a good alternative in exceptional situations, it is 
of course desireable to have more students signing up and finishing the course, which would 
allow for a normal and regular seminar format. The other elements of this course (reading, 
input and assignment formats, etc.) seemed adequate and led to good results. Altogether 
the ”Topics” course category is working well, for both the EACH and the CHINP programs. 
The fact that the particular chosen topics change every semester also allows for variation 
and a wide scope of covered themes and approaches, which caters to our Master students’ 
broad and diverse interests. We could, however, discuss to offer specific core topics, which 
we definitively want to cover, more frequently, i.e. once a year or in every third semester.  
 
4. Periodical student evaluation of the course          
N.A. 
 
Checklist concerning   

the course description’s correctness and suitability: checked 
the course description’s completeness: checked 
and the suitability of the course in the overall module (emnegruppen) and study 
program: checked; see also comment above 
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